Announcements (Wed., Sep. 18)

• Gradiance MVD exercise due today
  • Gradiance SQL exercise due in one week

• Midterm in two weeks
• Project milestone 1 (team + proposal) in 3 weeks
From Fall 2018

BYEStander: Sexual Assault Prevention

• Blaire Zhang
• Helena Merk
• Ian Roughen
• Katie Wilbur
• Soomin Cho
From Fall 2018
Duke Fashion Auction Online

• Amy Xiong
• Ben Yang
• Chunxi Ding
• Lin Zuo
• McCourt Hu
Danai Adkisson

Innovation Co-Lab & Dept. of Computer Science

See https://colab.duke.edu/
Quinn Holmquist

Community leader at Reality Ministries
Duke Alum, winner of 2016 Sullivan Award for outstanding commitment to service

See [slides] for contact information
• Angel Mcharo
  • Energy, Infrastructure, Power: East Africa [Google slides]

• David Yoon
  • OurSpace: On-Demand Space Platform [PDF]

• Jie Cai
  • Visualizing Personal Flight Paths [Google slides]